DomCon ATLANTA 2015
Programme
Schedule
Wednesday Oct 14
8:00PM - 10:00PM

The Early Bird Cocktail Social in the Ramada Bar. A social for
those arriving early at DomCon to meet and relax with other
attendees.

Thursday Oct 15
10:30AM - 5:00PM

Registration Desk Hours

11:00AM - 4:30PM

Industry Only Seminar Series

12:00PM - 7:00PM

Vendor Load In & Setup

6:00PM - 7:30PM

The Mistress Dinner

8:00PM - 9:00PM

The Red Carpet Social - Official Start of DomCon Weekend Appetizers & Cash Bar.

9:00PM - 12:00AM

The Opening Ceremonies - Official Start of DomCon Weekend Entertainment, Appetizers & Cash Bar.

Friday Oct 16
10:30AM - 6:30PM

Registration Desk Hours

11:00AM - 7:00PM

Convention Hall Hours

7:00PM - 8:00PM

DomCon-nection, a fun event designed to help DomCon
attendees meet. Location TBA

7:00PM - 8:00PM

SE Olympus Leather Meet & Greet

8:00PM - 10:00PM

Pantheon of Leather Community Service Awards

9:00PM - 2:00AM

The DomCon Play Party at 1763 - Free Shuttle to and from The
Ramada Hotel starting at 8:30 PM

Saturday Oct 17
10:00AM - 11:00AM

Recovery Meeting

10:30AM - 6:30PM

Registration Desk Hours

11:00AM - 7:00PM

Convention Hall Hours

3:30PM

Ms DomCon Atlanta Crossdresser Pageant on Main Stage

7:00PM - 8:00PM

The ProDomme Social

4:00PM - 5:00PM

The Mr. & Ms SE Olympus Leather Contest

9:00PM - 2:00AM

The DomCon Fetishist Ball & Play Party - Decadent Delight,
Fetish Fantasy & Play @ 1763 - Free Shuttle

Sunday Oct 18
10:30AM - 5:30PM

Registration Desk Hours

11:00AM - 6:00PM

Convention Hall Hours

1:30PM - 2:30PM

The DomCon Pet Awards - Location TBA

3:00PM - 4:00PM

The Mistresses Tea - A Casual & Informal Tea for The Ladies,
both Professional & Lifestyle welcome

6:30PM - 8:00PM

The VIP Social - presented in Mistress Cyan's Suite. Limited to
Special Guests and attendees registered as VIP

8:00PM - 12:00AM

The After Show Party - Everyone Enjoys One Last Night of play &
socializing - Appetizers & Cash Bar.

Thursday Oct 15 - Industry Only (One day
only)
11:00AM
12:00PM

Ponce De
Leon I

12:30PM
1:30PM

Ponce De
Leon I

Playing the Long Game
Lady Scarlett Sin

This is in part a class and part an open forum of
ideas to exchange experiences, best practices,
pitfalls and advice relating to crafting a successful
and sustaining presence as a professional BDSM
practitioner. It is useful to newcomers and
seasoned pros alike and both for those looking for
a temporary/secondary revenue source and those
seeking to build a long term career.

Financial Domination: Scam or
the Ultimate Power Exchange?
Mixtrix

What is Financial Domination? WHO does Financial
Domination? Is it real or a scam? Is Financial
Domination a legitimate form of BDSM play?
The class will focus on answering these questions
as well as how to safely engage in financial play
for the first timers and beginners.

2:00PM
3:00PM

Ponce De
Leon I

Breaking Into the Biz
Goddess Capri {von Chic}

This one-hour workshop is for newbie interested
in breaking into the Sex Work Industry as a
Pro-Domme. Branding/Image,
Networking/Marketing, Safety & Screening, Tips
for Success (Do’s & Don’ts)

3:30PM
4:30PM

Ponce De
Leon I

How to Manage Your Own
Playspace
Lady Leigh

Have you ever wanted to open your own play
space or studio? Have you looked at all the red
tape and wondered, oh wow! Now What? This
presentation is designed to answer a lot of those
questions like where, how, and more. How to get
your brand, own your domain, running and
maintaining a website and social media presence,
what equipment do you need, how to deal with
authorities, what’s the best way to structure your
space. Come and get these questions and more
answered!

Friday OCT 16
11:15AM
12:30PM

Ponce De
Leon III

Florentine Flogging and Dragon
Tail Class/Demo
Sir James n Lady Beth

Sir James & Lady Beth have developed a class/demo
to share with others what they have learned. This
class/demo covers everything from types of
floggers, beginning with soft “warm ups” to heavy
“closers”, and their techniques for learning the four
count double Florentine that they specialize in.
Several years ago they expanded this class/demo to
include dragon tails.

11:15AM
12:30PM

Ponce De
Leon II

11:15AM
12:30PM

Ponce De
Leon I

Fire Cupping / Fire Play
Ms. Rebecca

Fire cupping, a type of fire play, is considered edge
play and can be very sensual or more intense. Fire
cupping is performed by using fire to create a
vacuum in a glass cup which when placed on the skin
sucks the skin up into the cup. This can mimic the
effects of a deep tissue massage by moving the cups
and creates hickey like marks by drawing blood to
the area. We like to use fire play in conjunction with
fire cupping to create fun and memorable scenes.

Anal Play and Anal Sex Workshop
Mistress Gigi

Have you avoided anal play due to fears of it being
painful or messy? In this workshop techniques will
be covered to eliminate all pain of penetration. With
the use of an anal douche, anal play can be clean and
fun. In addition, the following topics will be covered:
Safety Issues, Taoist Anal Massage, Anal Anatomy,
Anal Toys, Special Erotic Areas Both Inside and
Outside the Anus, and Anal Muscle / Deep Breathing

Coordination. The benefit of anal sex for women is
amazing uterine orgasms and for men amazing
orgasms resulting from prostate stimulation. With
men, one can even milk the prostate gland which
produces a prolonged state of ecstasy. For some,
anal play can be used as a form of humiliation play,
especially when the submissive is “forced” to
perform rimming on the Dominant or on another
submissive.

12:45PM
2:00PM

Ponce De
Leon III

Understanding Nine Archetypes of
Service Submissives
Sea


Are you a dominant who is uncomfortable to receive
service, or cannot fathom why someone would want
to clean your house? Are you a dominant who took
on a service submissive and would like to understand
what fulfills the submissive so as to have the service
relationship last? Are you a service submissive who
has felt unfulfilled and had difficulty conveying what
is important to you in service relationships? In this
interactive seminar, we discuss the challenges faced
by dominants and submissives with respect to
service. We then discuss archetypes of service
submissives, why each archetype likes to provide
service, and how to identify these archetypes. We
next talk about how identifying these archetypes
helps determine compatibility, and what can
enhance or deflate motivation to serve for the
different archetypes.

12:45PM
2:00PM

Ponce De
Leon II

Eliminating Pain and Enhancing
Pleasure: The health benefits of
electroplay
Miss Vixen

Is a headache, backache or other chronic pain issue
interfering with your sex life and enjoyment? Have
an ED problem? Come discover a new technology
that allows your body to heal itself! Utilize your
body’s own internal communication system to
eliminate the source of the pain (not just mask it)
and turn back the clock on aging. From migraines to
fibromyalgia, diabetes to COPD and much more, we
will teach you how to relieve the pain in just minutes
with no drugs, no needles, and no expensive trips to
the doctor. Workshop includes a powerpoint
presentation, Q&A session and live demonstrations.

12:45PM
-

Ponce De
Leon I

Energetic Play: using energy

2:00PM

exchange modalities and Intention
to deepen intimacy and connection
in BDSM Scenes.
Perry

Perry has been exploring energy flow and exchange
as a healing and spiritual practice for over 20 years.
Come hear his approach to integrating energy flow
techniques and the power of intention into our
BDSM scenes, and lives. The presentation will
consist of a brief review of the Chakra energy
system, followed by a talk on how Perry uses this
and his personal belief systems to increase and
maintain intimacy and connection in his scenes. This
is one of those weeooh, weeooh, presentations,
acceptance of energy exchange modalities and
techniques is helpful to benefit from this talk.

2:15PM
3:30PM

Ponce De
Leon III

Traditional vs. Non-traditional
BDSM toys
Mistress Kayle & MadCubsFan AKA Slutboi

Slutboi This class will present material on
non-traditional BDSM toys, their use and techniques.
It will include a demo of a few non-traditional toys
and free time for the class to try out these toys with
a partner. Traditional BDSM toys are great fun, but
some require prior skill base and for newcomers and
those who are pursuing new kinds of play that can
be a time consuming issue. Non-traditional BDSM
toys give more bang for the proverbial buck, and can
be used safely with little to no effort. This also helps
those with disabilities or those that may have issues
with certain types of materials. Couples or pairs are
encouraged to attend, so that everyone can get a
chance to try out the samples. Samples are limited;
approximately 30 sets will be available for class
(must be returned).

2:15PM
3:30PM

Ponce De
Leon II

From dishes to toilet service the
life and times of a 24/7 live in slave
slave steve

The presentation is about my life as a 24/7 live in
slave and how that has changed my life and how
things that I have learned the hard way can make
your similar transition easier. Dommes and subs alike
can learn from my experience and knowledge about
my "living the Dream" as subs call it.Hear an honest
description of what to expect and what to avoid if
you're searching for or planning a 24/7 D/s
relationship.

2:15PM
3:30PM

3:45PM
5:00PM

Ponce De
Leon I

“Play with me”
CreamDream

Planning a night at the local dungeon or a private
play party? Have your toys pack and your fetish gear
on? Great; but you have no play partner...what do
you do? Do putting on your cuffs and collar and
kneeing on the floor in hopes of garnering a D-types
attention? Join the s-types for this interactive
presentation and discussion on approaching others
for play partners without being intrusive and
keeping frenzy at bay. Bring your experiences and
ideas on seeking someone to “play with me”.

Ponce De
Leon III

“Open Town Hall” Consent Round
table
Angela Pruitt

An open "town hall" style round table discussion
regarding consent in the BDSM community, and the
growing concerns of many in the lifestyle regarding
this topic. Discussion will be lead, prompted and
moderated by the presenter, but will be audience
participation driven.

3:45PM
5:00PM

Ponce De
Leon II

3:45PM
5:00PM

Ponce De
Leon I

5:15PM
6:30PM

Ponce De
Leon III

Play Communication
Master Otosan

This is a workshop designed to help you
communicate better during your play sessions. How
often has your scene gone wrong because the
person could not communicate that something was
wrong. In this interactive session people are asked to
share stories and ideas. Master Otosan will offer
some constructive tips to help you communicate
during play.

Teaching Physical Skills
InquisitiveK

You have the technical expertise and you've been
asked to teach (or are already teaching) others your
favorite kinks but have you had any training in how
to effectively teach physical skills to adult
beginners? Come discover what science has
uncovered about how people learn and how to
apply these principles to your classes.

Poetry In Motion
Mystryss Lily

Versatility as a player allows for added fun in your
scenes, and can help your bottom last longer. Being

able to utilize multiple implements, in varying
locations, also makes it so you can find more people
who want to experience the skill sets you have o
offer; which gives you a higher likelihood of finding
partners you really enjoy. Movement during play is
very important ! How do you bring an implement
down on flesh accurately if you are not getting on
eye level with your target...you probably don’t ?1?
Rhythm can add a lot to the enjoyment of a scene.
Technique can help prevent you from injuring
yourself and your bottom. Controlling your
implements is imperative to safe play, good body
mechanics will enhance that control. “ This is a hands
on class.”

5:15PM
6:30PM

Ponce De
Leon II

5:15PM
6:30PM

Ponce De
Leon I

Colors Explored: BDSM Workshop
Goddess Capri

In this one-hour workshop your personality traits
will unveil your BDSM style. You will also find out
useful BDSM basics tips that are sure to add a little
spice to your sex life.

Online BDSM for the D/s Couple
MIXTRIX

The reality of modern life in 2015 is such that many
of those involved in D/s couplings live apart. This
course is designed to help facilitate BDSM play in a
long distance relationship setting using modern
technology and the internet. This type of play can
strengthen relationships and bring the D/s couple
closer together, even while working or living apart! I
will cover ways to enjoy Chastity, remote online
Bondage! Computer Remote Control programs will
be discussed, including the usefulness of involving
them in your D/s relationship and how they provide
control that can bring couples closer together! The
presentation will also cover various ways of
exploring popular fetishes together online, including
but not limited to humiliation, sissification, fluid
play, forced exercise, and CBT as well as other forms
of control and domination.

Saturday OCT 17
11:15AM
12:30PM

Ponce De
Leon III

Whips Infused with Energy Play:
Ms. Rebecca:
Ms. Rebecca

Whips have long been known as implements of pain
and pleasure. They can subtly kiss and they can
increase in intensity and bite into tender flesh.
Infusing energy play into our whip scenes can help

our bottoms release physical and emotional stress
while building deeper connections and
strengthening bonds between partners. Come, bring
your whips, as well as an open mind and join us as we
experience how whips and energy can add depth to
our play from pleasure to pain and beyond.

11:15AM
12:30PM

Ponce De
Leon II

” MELTS IN YOUR HANDS " Erotic
and Sensual Wax Play
Madam Lynn

Many in our BDSM lifestyle play with some form of
temperature play. You might not have thought that
wax play can be three sensually sadistic scenes rolled
into one. This type of play is easily done at home, a
private play party, a club or at an event. A wax scene
can be sadistic, artistic or very sensual depending on
how it is implemented. Madame Lynn will expand on
all three aspects of these types of wax scenes.
Some of the topics to be discussed will include the
safety aspects wax play; different types of wax; how
to prepare for the session; prepping the bottom;
different ways to apply the wax, the artistic use of
colored wax and the mind fuck of wax removal.

11:15AM
12:30PM

Ponce De
Leon I

SAYING GOODBYE: How to end a
relationship amiably!
Lady D

This class discusses the different phases that one
goes through when a D/s relationship ends. It is not
so much about placing blame, but rather what to do
when your desires, wants and needs drift apart.
What happens if you outgrow your partner? How do
we recognize what is happening and what do we do
about it? How do we deal with the grief that
accompanies the death of the relationship? We will
discuss the responsibilities of the Dominant as well
as those of the submissive/slave. This is a class that
will help those that are entering into a relationship
and strengthen those that are already in one.

12:45PM
2:00PM

Ponce De
Leon III

Bagleing
MHirokata & A_Midnight_Angel
Disclaimer - Where as I hold a medical license I am
not medically equipped to dispense advice of a
medical nature. By sitting through this class you
agree to not construe this class as medical advice
and agree to hold me harmless should you come to
harm in the pursuit of your brand of kink.
That being said – We will cover: What is it?
Bageling or Bagel head as it is sometimes known as
is a type of temporary body modification via saline

infusion where a swelling distortion is caused to the
forehead of the recipient. Why is it? Well in a world
which contains a great many fetishists, social
deviants, and others looking for something new,
unusual, or just plain different why not? How is it
done? There are two ways we will cover about doing
this: A slow and friendly method Or the fast and
hard method which involves a syringe and muscling
saline into the area - which is also sadist friendly as
well as being physically exhausting ( to force into the
subject ).

12:45PM
2:00PM

Ponce De
Leon II

12:45PM
2:00PM

Ponce De
Leon I

“HEADSPACE TO SUBSPACE LAUNCH THE SUBMISSIVE”
Sir James n Lady Beth
Sir James’ first step out into the open play
community was at a 1763 play party. During the
night he saw a bottom be put into subspace during a
flogging scene. Like many people who are new to
public play, he did not really believe that subspace
actually existed, or that he would ever flog a woman!
However, as soon as he saw it happen, he said to
himself, “I do not know exactly what I just saw, but I
must learn to do that!” This discussion will be about
what he and his Lady Beth have learned during their
years out in the public play community about the
Top’s role in getting the bottom into a pleasant
subspace and how the bottom can make it easier for
the Top to take them there. It will cover everything
from ways to begin to build “headspace” prior to
playing to “aftercare”!

“Climbing Mt. Dominance”
sDDom
M
Do you feel you are climbing a mountain with
challenges and perfection weighing heavily in your
backpack? You have the summit in sight, but you slip
or have to traverse which requires a different
direction putting the summit further out of sight.
Perhaps you thought you had reached the summit
only to find you are in the crux of your climb.
“Mountain climbing is about your personal mental
attitude; you will need to make sound and fast
judgments about conditions, directions, and safety.
Decision-making can have consequences and you will
be thoroughly tested. Will you be able to push past
barriers and adapt to change; can you solve
problems; and are you positive natured, but also
realistic and honest with yourself? Are you ready for
the challenge?” We will discuss various perspectives
on being a Female Dominant and “Climbing Mt.
Dominance”. **Note: 
This class is more suited for

Female Dominants, but Male Dominants are
welcome. **

2:15PM
3:30PM

Ponce De
Leon III

Leather Lifestyle 101
Craig

Biker jackets, Muir caps, boots, mustaches, and
Leather bars… Leather is more than cowhide and
Tom of Fin
land; for some people it describes a way of life
and approach to kink. This is a basic class designed for
people who are curious about the Leather Lifestyle and
want to learn more about it. How does Leather fit into the
BDSM/Kink world of today? Craig will talk about the roots
of Leather and American BDSM in the Post WWII gay
community and its evolution into the current pansexual
Leather community. Topics discussed include: Leather
history, Leather Families and Houses, Leather contests,
earned and gifted Leather, common protocols and rituals
and current controversies. Whether you are trying to
decide if Leather is for you or just want to know why you
should never casually pick up someone else’s hat, this is a
good place to start. A little history, a little controversy, and
lots of sexy, come find out what the Leather Lifestyle is and
why it may be your thing too!

2:15PM
3:30PM

Ponce De
Leon II

2:15PM
3:30PM

Ponce De
Leon I

3:45PM
5:00PM

Ponce De
Leon III

Urethral Sounding
Mystryss Lily

Are you interested in the pleasure that prostate
stimulation can cause, but not sure you want
anything inserted rectally to reach it? Have you seen
sounds and been aroused or frightened by them?
Have you ever inserted anything into your urethra
and found it to be a good/bad experience? Do you
want to learn to fuck a cock from the inside while
stimulating the prostate? Do you desire to know how
to create sterile space, or pre-pre-lube correctly and
in harm prevention based fashion? If so, I will look
forward to seeing you in class?! This will be both a
hands on and discussion based class.

How to Find a Mentor
Miss Gee

Identify if you need one and in exactly what areas of
your life or lifestyle, how to find and petition the
right person and how to design your
mentorship/protégé relationship so it is beneficial to
both parties. What to expect as either mentor or
protégé and when to prematurely end it.

Fun With Needles! A basic 101 to
Needle play!
Master Hirokata n Midnight Angel

Master Hirokata has been doing needle play with his
submissive 
of 13 years, not only will you learn to have fun,

but he will be showing you what Needle play consist of. So
everything from safety to how to sadistically put needles in
your bottom, as well how to make your bottom fly, and see
all kinds of nice art work you can do with your needles!
This class you will have the option to also receive the class
notes and patterns via EMail What you will learn in this
class is the following: Safety First Equipment you will
need to engage in your play piercing, Basic insertion
techniques Colors! What do the hub colors mean?
Permanent piercings vs Play Piercing? Where to place and
not to place the needles. Stimulation of play piercings
Incorporating Accessories into Needle Play. Removing
play piercing needles safely?

3:45PM
5:00PM

Ponce De
Leon II

The Japanese Tea Ceremony in
BDSM
slave sayuri Kane

A brief history of the Japanese Tea Ceremony and
the way in which it can be used as a ritual in a BDSM
or M/s relationship..A demonstration of the
ceremony will be given, followed by the chance for a
member of the audience to do the ceremony
following step by step instructions. Then we will
make enough tea for everyone to have a chance to
taste it and serve everyone appropriately.

3:45PM
5:00PM

Ponce De
Leon I

Kinky Parenting and Authenticity
Ms. CiCi & Kisa

Interactive Round Table: Parenting is and has
always been 
an interesting and at times challenging job.

Add to that recipe all the variants of kink and it can be even
more “interesting”. IF you are a kinky parent or have kinky
parents then come and share. What will you get out of this
offering???
• How you have managed with your children?
• Share some of the challenges, successes and some of
the funny “oh crap” moments that you have certainly
experienced
• Ask questions of others . . .

5:15PM
6:30PM

Ponce De
Leon III

"Links of Kink" - The excitement
and intensity of chain bondage
Master Roman

Throw a surprise in your toy bag when you reach in and
pull out a length of chain. We will discuss ways to use
chain from simple sensation play to a full immersive
chain bondage scene.

5:15PM
6:15PM

Ponce De
Leon II

Keeping it hot and safe: Safer sex
and preventing cross
contamination

erry
P
Come learn how to keep our scenes and sex lives hot
and erotic while protecting ourselves and our loved
ones from the dangers of the modern sexual world. The
presentation will consist of a very brief overview of the
some of current known risks associated with our
activities, followed by a hands on demonstration of how
to utilize safer sex, and cross-contamination prevention
techniques, without interrupting the flow of the scene.
The doors we be closed on this presentation after 20
minutes. No one will be admitted after that time.

5:15PM
6:30PM

Ponce De
Leon I

Spiritual Aspects of BDSM
Workshop
Mistress Gigi

What are the spiritual components of BDSM. Join us as
we journey through the exploration of the energy and
dynamics that make BDSM such a potent form of adult
play. At the surface, it appears that BDSM has many
paradoxes, but when one looks deeper into the spiritual
side the paradoxes make sense. Learn about the
spiritual nature of BDSM in an easy to understand
approach and gain insight to give deeper meaning to
your role playing scenes.

Sunday OCT 18
11:15AM
12:30PM

Ponce De
Leon III

LEARNING TO PLAY WITH THE
DISABLED AND SPECIAL NEEDS:
Lady D

I have been blessed with helping to raise a "special
needs" granddaughter and I have had the pleasure
and privilege to play with many disabled persons.
Although disabled and special needs are not the
same; all of them require special things and I had to
learn those needs in order for our play to be effective
and mutually satisfying. Whether the person is blind,
deaf or have a disease or physical or mental
limitations that you must be aware of; you must learn
about what is required to be able to play with the
individual. For many, the fear of not knowing what to
do or in hurting someone (not in a good sense) keeps
many people too fearful to engage in this type of
play. However, if you learn about the illness, the
disability or disease and what is required; you can
play with them safely and with the same risk as any
other person. What you gain from this play (besides
the comfort level that comes with the experience) is
invaluable knowledge that you may otherwise have
never been exposed to. This is a valuable class for
those who would like to become more comfortable
and educated about playing with disabled and special
needs persons.

11:15AM
12:30PM

Ponce De
Leon II

"Double Your Pleasure \ Double
your Pain"
Madam Lynn & Master Roman

The joys of co-topping Why stop with just one? If
given the opportunity having two tops in a scene
brings a merged richness of personality and skills.
We will discuss experiences and give examples of
ways this kind of scene can leave a bottom craving
for more.

11:15AM
12:30PM

Ponce De
Leon I

E-Stim 101: Achieving Electric
ecstasy and hands-free orgasms
Ms. Vixen

We’ll start with a PowerPoint presentation to explain
how it all works. You’ll learn about basic principles
from surface area to conductivity and how to
understand the lingo. We’ll run through the
equipment from power units to cables and adapters
and demo some accessories. Afterwards there will be
a Q&A and individual demos. Bring your own
equipment and accessories if you have them, for
in-depth assistance in their use and applications. Or
purchase some from our vendor booth before class.
After your time with us you’ll be well equipped to
explore electriceroticism and on your way to many
hands-free orgasms.

12:45PM
2:00PM

Ponce De
Leon III

Are you a new Little? Do you desire
to know what it’s like to be a little
in a Big World? Do you know what
to look for in a potential Big or
Dominant?
Princess Leigha

To go beyond stereotypes of Littles and dig deep into
what a little is. To get an understanding of Littles.
Talk about how to manage your little and enjoy who
you are as a little. Discuss how to find or look for a
potential Dominant or Big, what to look for, what
signs to watch out for, and how to engage with a Big
or Dominant.
12:45PM
2:00PM

Ponce De Leon
II

A slave's Guide to Protecting the
Property" for s-types, M-types and
everyone in between
slave sayuri Kane

Discussion of the physical, mental and spiritual
preparation that a slave/submissive or bottom should
do before, during and after a scene.Also things that a
M-type can do to assist in these matters and

discussion of consent, safety, service and the
mind/body/spirit connection of slavery. This class is
also a good tool for M-types to have in their
collection of knowledge so that they can better take
care of and train their s-types.
12:45PM
2:00PM

Ponce De Leon
I

2:15PM
3:45PM

Ponce De Leon
III

Time for Pushing Boundaries!!
Mz.Jewzy

Stuck in a rut? Has your play become predictable?
Ready to switch things up? Craving excitement and
anticipation? I’m offering fresh ideas and motivation
to try something new. I’ll cover boundaries vs. limits,
communication, processing skills, and making new
things fun. When you venture outside of your
comfort zone you will find confidence, personal
growth, and the excitement of a new experience or
skill. You and your partner are on a journey together.
How deep can you take your relationship and keep
learning and growing? The wider your skill sets and
experience, the more you have to offer your partners
and the community. Discover your full potential. Join
me for Pushing Boundaries. Let’s see where the road
ahead will lead you.

Edge Play Logistics Class : How to
Do a Take Down/Abduction scene
at a Con
Mistress Kayle & MadCubsFan AKA Slutboi

This class is intended to give you tips and tricks to
fulfilling take down and edge play scenes at
convention settings. Many of these cons and hotels
frown upon this type of engagement, we have found
ways to keep everyone covered and still get your
scene. Some have done it exclusively at camping
events, but we know that not everyone wants to do
that. This caters to the edge play enthusiast that
either wants to get abducted or is planning a scene
for someone who wants to be abducted. Also some
emphasis will be on abduction in your community as
well.
2:15PM
3:45PM

Ponce De Leon
II

OWNED stands for Order of
Women Nurturing Enforced
Domination.
Mistress Molly

Women are strong, beautiful, and dominant. But
today's women, regardless if they are sub, switch,
Domme,or vanilla, are constantly brought down, by
themselves and others. This workshop is to discuss
how to raise up yourself and your fellow sisters and
become more dominant in your everyday life ,from
family to your employment.

2:15PM
5:00PM

Ponce De Leon
I

**Impact Play with a Beat***
Discussion followed by a SUPAH
Demo Scene**
Craig

In this class we will discuss, is there power in an
impact body beat down, is there is energy in impact
body beat down?? We will explore the rougher side
of impact play. The risky, raw, overpowering
headspace experienced by the top and bottom
during a cunt-kicking, punching, and baseball bat
filled scene is unbelievable. Of course there are
plenty of other things that can be used to overcome
someone.
Delivering a wonderful sadistic mental and physical
impact play beat down on some willing victim... I
mean volunteer.

4:00PM
5:15PM

Ponce De
Leon III

I Cum When You Make Me Cry: A
Guide to Emotional Masochism
Coco

We’ve all had our fair share of classes on humiliation
and we’ve seen plenty on the variations of emotional
sadism. Well, this is one for the other side of the
slash. The psychological aspects of BDSM can be very
volatile and difficult to navigate. It’s important to not
only focus on the safe ways to top from this space,
but also safe ways to bottom. This class will provide
a loose “how to” guide to help simplify the
complexities of emotional masochism. We’ll discuss
what emotional masochism is, how it can manifest
itself, ways to safely explore it, and tips to use when
searching for matching partners. And don’t worry
tops. You’ll be allowed in too.

4:00PM
5:15PM

Ponce De
Leon II

The History and Future of BDSM
Law n Kink
Lord Cuff

Kink and Fetishes through the ages and a discussion
of the future in light of changes ‘50 Shades..” , Fetlife
and the Internet. Law on sex,marriage, divorce,
children, S&M practices, fetishes and a discussion of
the Future in light of changes in the law.

4:00PM
5:15PM

Ponce De
Leon I

